DISCOVER

THE ZEN
OF SOARING
LOSE YOURSELF IN A SAILPL ANE
by Michael Engelhard

regally shedding gravity’s
shackles? Ever since Icarus botched his attempt, we’ve
tinkered to make it happen. Now the earthbound in
Alaska can sample the closest thing: sailplanes. Catching
updrafts in the streamlined miracles, we approach feathered idols; though the smitten apply both terms indiscriminately, proper gliders—like northern flying squirrels
or D-Day’s jeep-carrying Wacos—only lose elevation.
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“If I had started with
sailplanes, I may never
have wandered to power
planes,” says Dov Margalit,
co-founding president of the
Alaska Mountain Soaring
Association (AMSA), a cargo
pilot lean and clean-cut as
a commando. The fledgling
nonprofit offers members
sailplanes and tows and
non-members “explorations
up the warm side of the
Talkeetna Mountains and
into the thermal-birthing,
cupped valleys of Hatcher
Pass.”
Alaska’s first private soaring club, currently using
a single-seater, a double-seater, and two Cessna
tugs, seeks to add skilled
hands balancing trainees

with instructors. It’s just the
beginning, but already their
flock includes airline and
private pilots, spouses of
pilots, a 15-year-old cadet,
and club members’ friends
“working together and having fun with motor-less
flight.”
Gliders hatch from
Matanuska Valley hangars
in April, when a sun arcing higher, longer, thaws
the land until it exhales. But
summer excels. Warming,
lighter, rising mountaintop air then meets cold

Above: Eagle River Valley and the
club’s Schweizer SGS-2-33, a classic two-seat training glider built
from 1967 to 1981. Right: AMSA
board member Jeff Banks in his
Aviastroitel AC-5M, a Russian-designed single-seat motor glider.
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layers in whose lower pressure it blossoms, conjuring
plumes “like Old Faithful,
except a little more fickle,”
in Margalit’s description.
To reach the playgrounds,
AMSA Cessnas short-haul
eggshell vehicles from
Birchwood, Wasilla, and
Palmer to 2,500 to 3,000 feet,
where, after dropping the
tow rope, pilots have about
20 minutes to access dynamics that have borne some to
35,000 feet or for 1,000 miles
of vortex-hopping along
transverse ranges.
Sailplanes have been
honed for exactly that, maximizing lift, minimizing
drag, sleek and efficient as
whippets, or shearwaters
coasting among waves. Their
ascent rate matches the
country’s fastest elevators.
Weighing as little as a panda,
they flex slender wing pairs
equaling up to nine condors
(or three Cessnas) abreast.
And span to these bantamweights is what horsepower
is to a racecar or bulk to a
battering ram. Cockpit computers in the classiest aircraft
ever built show navigation
and glide information, and
a retractable wheel softens
landings.
While scenery tilts like
a ship’s deck outside the
Plexiglas canopy of a glider
banking in the sphere of
cranes, the rate-of-climb
indicator’s beeps and slipstream’s pitch announce
speeds sometimes exceeding 300 mph. Imagine
tsunami-surfing. Add submarine squalls. “You do

things in gliders you normally wouldn’t do in
fixed-wing, power planes,”
Margalit says. To escape lift
too brawny and whiteout
threatening in a cloud, he’s
put his bird almost vertical, nose down, dive brakes
open.
For this ex-Brooklynite,
“Some local knowledge will
go a long way. We’re really
focusing on the science of
everything around us, and
we’re becoming observers.” Pilots cruising on calm
mornings, strolling mentally through the landscape,
survey outcrops, dry slopes,
junkyards, and heat-absorbing plowed fields and
asphalt parking lots, all reliable triggers for “house thermals,” towering gyres that
chimney-suck air. The meteorology sleuths prowl other
nascent sweet spots, wisps
puffing up into cumuli.
Large birds, poised seemingly effortless, still, and sun
glinting on gliders already

riding a merry-go-round
draw pilots as porch lights
lure moths.
Such attentiveness, fostered by muscle-memory
expertise, creates “flow.”
The Hungarian-American
psychologist Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi coined the
term for experiences during
which, keenly alive, “in the
zone,” gladly immersed in
actions without external
rewards, people fall out of
time. Steering thus in heaven’s currents taps mundane
energy strands—as do sailing, surfing, kayaking, and
the Zen arts—rather than
ignoring or fighting them.
Surprises jolt glider pilots,
cane slaps from a roshi
waking daydreaming novices. Once, when Margalit
was skimming ridges,
buoyed by a plains wind
Bear Mountain deflected
skyward, a golden eagle
attacked. “It actually had its
talons out and looked ready
to grab us,” he recalls. “At

the last moment, it tucked
in, retracted its talons, and
dived away underneath.”
Eagles rearing eaglets in
Chugach cliff aeries loathe
carbon fiber-fiberglass competition, another AMSA
pilot also learned.
Overall, airspace is
politely shared. To prevent
collisions, pilots “gaggle flying” in a column circle in the
direction the first to enter
chose. Having spiraled up,
exiting, each resumes travel.
Soaring sparks metaphor showers, and flying
sailplanes, with its many
moving pieces and anticipation of crises, resembles
chess—you’re never on
autopilot. Margalit compares it to hunting. “You’re
always engaged at every primal level to find lift, there’s
no waiting for the time to
pass, one has to continuously calculate glide paths,
sink rate, inter-thermal
speed, speed-to-fly, ponder
weather, the terrain, in the
pursuit of staying aloft, to
complete the goal, whether
a cross-country flight or just
a knock around the glider
port, thermaling with the
hawks and buzzards.”
May his jaunts surpass
his sentence’s length and
impressed eagles spare
him.

The author, a former skydiver
who flew in a sailplane only
once, can’t decide which is
the greater thrill: plunging or
soaring.
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